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Abstract: The aim of this research is to identify the expectations offered by small retail businesses
towards local online selling platforms as an innovative tool to ensure their future and the urban
sustainability. Based on the previous findings obtained from an analysis of trends, actors and
marketplaces operating in the retail sector, sixty semi-structured in-depth interviews have been
carried out to Spanish local retail managers and owners. Opportunities and risks faced by local online
marketplaces are presented from the perspective of small retail stores. Different attitudes towards
online shopping platforms have been identified depending on their size, presence and experience in
the online world, which has allowed us to categorize local retail businesses in six groups. Despite the
perceptual and attitudinal differences between them, it is concluded that merchants have assumed
that the current and future business model goes through the digitalization of their businesses and
the selling on e-commerce platforms. The coexistence of the e-marketplace and the physical stores,
conducted by the same retailers, could have a positive effect on the urban sustainability: on the one
hand, with the economic strengthening and renovation of the historical centers and, on the other,
with the maintenance of the population and traditional social relationships.
Keywords: urban sustainability; online marketplaces; local retail expectations; Zaragoza (Spain)

1. Introduction
The crisis that began in 2008, with its direct impact on consumption, has severely affected
small businesses, a “silent majority” [1] often ignored [2], despite its importance for economy and
employment. In fact, for the European Union, small firms contribute more to job creation than larger
firms [3]. Particularly, retail business is a powerful source of economic growth due to the retailers’
ability to provide a significant amount of jobs [4].
Small stores also play a very important role for the city and its constant regeneration [5]. Retail
presence in urban centers is key to prevent a leakage of spending, offsetting the interest of the
population to live outside their locality [6]. Small stores slow down the growing trend towards urban
desertification and, therefore, the abandonment of buildings and the decrease of public investments in
public services, which constitutes an incentive for crime. The loss of commercial activity is one of the
most significant indicators of the decline of urban centers. There is no city without commerce, as it
strengthens the urban frame and the social structure of the city [7]. The small local stores constitute a
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key space for the life of the neighborhoods, both for what happens in them, as for their articulation
with other spaces where the daily life of the neighborhood develops. They are, therefore, fundamental
spaces for sociability, and key to supporting and building community and coexistence [8].
The role of the physical store is changing, and the retail transformation is a real fact. The traditional
business model is challenged by the pressure of the digital embrace, imposed by online and offline
competitors. On the one hand, the emergence of new online stores, with no physical costs or trading
hours restrictions, as well as an extensive portfolio which offers products at low prices [9], together with
the rapid expansion of online shopping, which has been, in the meantime, a major cause of change to
the structure of traditional high streets [10]. On the other hand, the spread of discount stores and the
proliferation of large suburban shopping centers.
Complementing sales with the help of the online channel is presented in this context as a potential
great attraction, especially when starting to use online sales and marketing channels with low entry
barriers such as local shopping platforms, which allow small businesses to keep in touch with existing
customers, explore new markets and start in the world of electronic commerce [11]. In addition, this can
be achieved without being passively dependent on the traffic generated by electronic intermediaries,
but actively creating links with the customers by means of the new digital contact points of their
stores [12].
Despite this, the basis of trade is providing consumers with the products they want in the best
possible way. It remains unchanged [13] and requires, in many cases, the “face-to-face” interaction
between buyer and seller, as it has been going on for centuries [14], incorporating the changes in the
habits and expectations of very well-informed customers.
The coexistence of virtual and physical stores is realistically expected both in the present and in the
future. Even e-commerce giants like Amazon are investing in the latter, as evidenced by the acquisition
of Whole Foods Market in August 2016, and the fact that 90% of the global retail sales are still made
in physical stores [15]. In the meantime, online channel intermediaries such as online marketplaces
connect the supply and demand for goods, information or services, and provide important support to
tackle the challenges of the electronic commerce [16]. The retail rules are being rewritten at this time
of change. The most successful retailers combine the best of digital and traditional business models
in their business strategies [17]. Consumers who buy using a variety of channels are more loyal and
spend large sums, so those who offer their products through multiple channels are registering an
increase in their total sales [18].
The roles of electronic intermediaries range from the simple outsourcing of end-of-line management
(e.g., from the e-commerce website) to the outsourcing of complex marketing and sales processes,
including pricing, logistics and billing. Thus, digital sales platforms are having a profound impact on
all categories, forcing all the actors to rewrite their channel strategies and management approaches,
including how they classify, quote, promote and market their products [19]. Over the past 15 years,
online trading platforms have become increasingly popular. Alibaba, Amazon and JD.com increased
the gross value of merchandise sold at a staggering 34% annual rate between 2012 and 2017. Amazon
became the third most valuable company on the stock market in 2008, advancing Microsoft and being
just behind Apple and Alphabet, clearly showing that customers and investors love their daring
experiments to redefine the same concept of online retail [20]. However, despite the impressive growth
rates of both electronic commerce and e-marketplaces, this is still a minor channel for the distribution
of goods in the European Union [21].
Financial limitations and lack of knowledge and infrastructure are the main difficulties for the
generalization which uses digital services among small retailers. The lack of certainty about their
potential for business improvement, the return on effort and the adoption costs, add difficulties to
the incorporation of small businesses into the digital world [22]. The identification of realistic and
immediate benefits encourages the first movement and dissipates these doubts [23]. The use of an
e-marketplace will not allow the realization of benefits if the environment is not understood together
with the benefits that it can generate [24].
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Therefore, questions exist, such as, if this small retailers’ perception realized in the first days
of retail e-commerce at the beginning of the 21st century is still present, and if some other relevant
changes in its expectations have appeared in the context of an offer to join a local online marketplace.
The research exposed in this article seeks to answer these questions. The paper presented is structured
as follows: Identification of a relevant research problem from a review of literature focused on the
discussion of the impact of new technologies on small retail surviving and sustainability (Section 1);
exposition of the theoretical background and formulation of the research questions to be tested in the
study (Section 2); explanation of the qualitative methodology followed (Section 3); presentation and
discussion of results (Section 4); and, finally, conclusions and implications of the findings (Section 5).
2. Theoretical Background and Research Questions
It can be considered socially relevant to study local retail businesses’ perception towards a possible
coexistence between the physical and virtual store through a local online commerce platform, given its
impact on the design of sustainability strategies for the survival of small stores. The coexistence of direct
and online commerce allows connecting supply and demand, speeding up the digital transformation
and stimulating sales in local retailers and, therefore, the maintenance of employment and the proper
conservation of urban centers in the cities. The proximity trade in the cities of the 21st century, based on
the simultaneous and synergistic presence of small stores in the electronic and physical world that
cooperate together in the same town or region, can be described as innovative and sustainable from a
double perspective that contemplates both the business model and urban sustainability.
First, changing from a store-centered approach to a multi-channel mindset requires the small
retailers to change their traditional frames of reference and ways of working [25]. Innovation,
collaboration, consolidation, integration and automation are required to revitalize trade, which will
have a deep impact in the way these businesses do their activities, now and in the future [26].
Consequently, for those businesses that recognize future challenges and meet customers’ demands,
there are more opportunities than threats on the horizon. For example, local marketplaces can use the
Internet to enhance advertising campaigns that link fresh food and a healthy body, commensality and
conviviality, terms that allude to life in common and that mean the quality of our coexistence or ability
to live and interact with others in a beneficial way. The Internet can also encourage the interaction
with local producers and the coordination with consumer cooperatives for baskets of local products.
The groups with a high level of formation and charged with political and socio-ecological commitment
appreciate to a high degree the health of the body, linked to the practices of a fresh diet, and coexist in
convivial, dense and vertebrate neighborhood spaces [27].
Secondly, the concept of sustainability has grown beyond the idea of environmental stewardship
to include social as well as economic goals. In sustainable cities, the sum of positive effects of the
interaction of the three environments is greater than the sum of all negative effects. Sustainable cities
know how to take advantage of the benefits linked to agglomeration economies (including people,
resources, activities and equipment) and keep the carrying capacity of urban space below a certain
threshold [28]. Whereas the environmental aspects have been well researched, the connection between
social sustainability and urban form has seen a limited number of studies [29].
Polese and Stren [30] define social sustainability as development (and/or growth) that is
compatible with the harmonious evolution of civil society, fostering an enabling environment to
the coexistence of culturally and socially diverse groups and, at the same time, fostering social
integration, with improvements in the quality of life for all segments of the population. Traditionally,
the concept of urban social sustainability conceives the city as a meeting point for lasting and meaningful
social relationships, which meet the social needs of current and future generations, these being the
quality of life of its citizens, the access to housing and services, employment and an acceptable level of
income [31]. However, the sustainability is also to establish a socioeconomic equilibrium allowing
current and future generations of cities’ inhabitants to grow, to live well and to prosper [32].
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The urban sustainability in their main dimensions (social, economic, environmental and quality
of life) is now linked with an intense use of digital technology embedded across all city functions
(governance, infrastructure, energy, mobility, healthcare, etc.), in what is known as the “smart city.”
The European Commission already announced in 2012 that the smart cities would become the engines
of sustainable development [33]. The term “smart-sustainable city” has entered the academic discourse
as an attempt to connect the sustainable and smart city concept; and empirical work in this field is
nascent [34].
The accessibility and usability of information and communication technologies enhanced services
appears as a prominent issue of the smart cities debate [35]. The commerce is also concerned. The data
warehouses and distributed systems are necessary smart urban applications and the e-marketplaces
dedicated to local products, cultural artifacts or to the exchange economy of social business have a
prominent place among them [36]. These technologies can help to maintain local commerce in adopting
new ways to connect providers and consumers.
Consumption has become the social habit par excellence, and urbanity, meaning intensive random
encounters between people, is at the core of a sustainable urban economy [37]. The maintenance
of commercial life in the historic center of the cities and disseminated by the arteries of the new
neighborhoods helps at the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the cities. Michael
Porter already showed that cities’ regeneration and renewal include a business-driven approach
through business investment, particularly in inner city areas [38]. In developed countries, it is a very
well-established fact that urban centers are engines of regional growth [39]. Successful local economies
are those which have an efficient internal circulation of disposable income [40]. The flow of ideas and
knowledge stimulated by the density of urban centers generates pro-growth effects [41]. Specifically,
retail-led regeneration initiatives create a net injection of spending retail within the local economy [42].
Local authorities have promoted retail-led regeneration of deprived inner cities to kickstart lagging
localities into generating real economic growth, jobs, and creative and exciting urban spaces [43].
Retailers have a significant influence on sustainability issues due to their position in the supply chain
between producers and customers [44].
Many researches have been carried out on how online shopping leads to increased commercial
traffic, congestions and hence, pollution in areas with dense population. Aspects of e-commerce
sustainability include initiatives that use e-commerce to change organizational processes, practices to
improve energy efficiency and reduce the environmental impact; and the introduction of products
and/or services which are environmentally healthier [45]. However, the increase of home deliveries
does not necessarily mean less efficient deliveries [46], due to its high efficiency and effectiveness,
e-commerce led to economic growth, increased profitability and increased value added to output,
and hence, resulted in sustainable production activities [47]. So, a balance between the growth of
e-commerce and the resulting environmental–social negative effects should be maintained to ensure
less harm to the society through pollution [48]. This balance requires a framework to evaluate the
performance of sustainable urban development in using natural resource limitations and meeting
human welfare needs [49]. At the same time, sustainability is becoming increasingly important for the
customer. Due to the growing environmental awareness in today’s society, companies are adopting this
awareness by starting sustainable initiatives in order to measure and reduce their ecological footprint
and to meet customers’ demand [50].
New platform-based sharing businesses can transform cities and can help solve the actual
urban challenges [51]. The making of smart cities involves a great variety of stakeholders, but the
researches have been mainly focused on the citizens’ needs and expectations as service users [36],
more than in the service providers. Therefore, studying and finding new ways to maintain proximity
trade from the perceptions, needs and expectations of small retailers about local e-marketplaces is,
undoubtedly, a research gap and a challenge with significant and positive effects on the sustainability
of cities.
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Collaboration and networks among firms within a closed-loop supply chain lead to a sustainable
business model that can provide benefits to three bottom-line concepts: protecting the environment,
improving the economic performance, and enhancing the social performance [52]. According to David
Harvey [53], small urban commerces are institutions that reflect changes in relationships of production
of contemporary societies, especially in the forms of post-Fordist flexible accumulation. The proximity
trade has to play an important role if it wants to be a protagonist and not a victim of these relationships.
Electronic marketplaces promoted by local retailers living in coexistence with physical stores are in line
with Richard Sennett’s proposal [54] that the main challenge of cities today is to build a sustainability
model that acts bottom-up and not top-down, thanks to the empowerment of citizens and local actors.
The academic literature on the adoption of electronic commerce by small and medium enterprises
is very extensive [55–58]. From retail in the digital age, issues such as consumer engagement and
interactivity in online retail channels, price promotions, fraud, online recommendations and product
returns have been analyzed [59]. There is also research on the incorporation into the retail trade
of technological innovations in the supply chain and the functions of payment, information and
billing [60]; the supply–demand process of the retail industry and its valuable estimation models [61];
and how to build enough trust to facilitate transactions [62].
Some studies conclude that competitive pressure and customer expectations have a positive
influence on the inclination to adopt new technologies and business models, but a significant number
of retailers underestimate the expectations of their customers and are reluctant to add digital services
to their business portfolio, moving away from a society that has already adapted to the digital
era and is increasingly used to digital sales and services’ channels [63]. This incorrect assessment
of the new reality suggests a need of public impulse, such as the revitalization of local shopping
platforms [64,65] and the search for synergies throughout the value chain with suppliers, local partners
and even competitors. Along these lines, Ritala et al. [66] introduce, in the field of electronic platforms,
the concept of cooperators, that is, companies capable of generating value through cooperation in this
ecosystem compared to what happens in others in which they compete. Infrastructures and shared
digital services (apps, logistics management) without the hassle of implementation and maintenance
with their own resources, show encouraging results [67], facilitating cost savings for online activities.
The idea that local sales platforms and the recent and promising evolution of e-marketplaces can help
to overcome these barriers to access to the e-commerce has recently been proposed [68].
Main trends in sustainability and retail research have been identified [69], even if sustainability
has received more attention in retail management practice compared to research applications [70].
Additionally, “Retail resilience” has been analyzed as the retail response to online sales [71] and,
recently, has been employed to explore the ways in which different material forms of shopping in
brick-and-mortar retail spaces (main street, suburban mall, and power center or retail park) may
persist as online retailing proliferates [37]. However, attention has not been paid to the prospects,
in terms of threats and opportunities that small merchants perceived towards an electronic intermediary
offer. Only recent findings [72,73] indicate a clear misalignment between the importance that small
business owners attach to digital services and the availability of such services, the current status of
their implementation, and even the predisposition of those to participate in the digitalization.
Given this academic context, the aim of this study is to investigate the attitude of small retail
businesses towards the possibility of selling in a local online marketplace. A local online marketplace
is an e-commerce site which groups sellers from a neighborhood, a city or a region, and puts the focus
on the contact with proximity customers, preferably. The transactions in the online marketplace are
processed by an operator.
The study poses the following two research questions. First, what is the position of small retailers
with respect to local online marketplaces? To provide an answer, a research on the e-commerce model
above-mentioned has been carried out, paying special attention to items such as acceptance, rejection,
fears and opportunities. Second, which basic support and services are demanded and preferred by
small retailers, and consequently needed for this digital transformation? This research seeks to know
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what is the perceived value from small retailers’ point of view about the advantages and benefits of the
various services offered by the local online shopping platforms.
The research allows to validate the following propositions:
Proposition 1. Expectations depend on the business size.
Proposition 2. Expectations depend on previous online presence.
The contrasts between companies based in quantitative indicators such as the number of employees,
annual turnover or profit are quite obvious, and they are common in the management studies. However,
digital is different. The digital business maturity is not necessarily more related with the business
size than the previous online experience because this experience is based on the existence of relevant
elements to digital transformation as the presence of a strategy, talent and technical skills in the
company [74]. We have decided to use a classic comparison variable with a new one, in line with
the digital world, to discover if there are significant differences based on one or another variable.
Additionally, the purpose of confronting retailers with diverse online experience and company size is
to discover some type of the categories based on these characteristics.
3. Materials and Methods
It was decided to do an exploratory research with the help of a qualitative method: sixty
semi-structured in-depth interviews have been carried out to local retail managers and owners.
A non-experimental research strategy has been followed, given that the studied phenomena
have been analyzed by observation in their natural context, without seeking their replication in an
artificial environment controlled by the researcher. In accordance with the nature of the reality to be
studied and the established objective, a qualitative investigation was chosen. The use of quantitative
techniques was discarded because of the exploratory and non-descriptive nature of the investigation,
as no previous works were found after the analysis of the literature. The application of questionnaires
was not considered adequate because it was not sought to carry out a descriptive study that allowed
the extrapolation of results to a universe from a sample using statistical techniques, nor to verify any
hypothesis from the data obtained.
The research technique applied to data collection was to conduct semi-structured in-depth
interviews. The researchers collected data as audio-taped interviews which were transcribed verbatim
before data analysis was performed. In-depth interviews are an unstructured way to recall information
that allows a deep knowledge of situations, problems or phenomena [75]. There are neither fully defined
nor closed questionnaires to do an interview, only an orientation script for the interviewer that depends
on the objectives of the study and the information collected in the analysis of the documentation
that is considered interesting to confirm with the interviewee. Face-to-face conversations provide
much richer information than other techniques, such as surveys, because they allow clarifying of
doubts and obtaining a good number of details. Individuals construct their life narrative based on
their experiences [76], which is an act of interpretative knowledge. A manual analysis method was
used to code the data, with an interpretative approach to determine the respondents’ assumptions
of the world in general, and of the topic in particular. The life stories connect the past, present and
potential future: through life narratives, individuals can make sense of their own lives and construct
realities [77]. As a direct method of data collection, interviews allow the users to define the habits
and needs or uses they make of the information requested, which gives more depth to the research
results. Thus, qualitative methods allow to understand how local retailers live the opportunity of
being part of an online marketplace, through the study and interpretation of their day by day narrative
and business situation.
The principle of the saturation point was used to determine the size of the qualitative sample,
whereby, from a certain number of units, new cases tend to repeat (saturate) the content of the previous
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knowledge. Usually, the number of cases needed to achieve the saturation point is estimated between
twenty and thirty; in this investigation, sixty personal interviews to local retail managers and owners
were conducted until that point was reached.
In-depth interviews were performed during the first half of 2018 with small retailers’ residents in
Zaragoza (Spain) with different digital profiles. In order to achieve the objectives, the interviewees
were selected approaching their professional and geographical proximity with the researcher. These
conditions ensured the desired communicational exchange, not structured by factors of social or
cultural status, or the inhibitions that the interviewee may feel in an alienated discursive context but
based on issues and objectives imposed [78].
Two variables were considered: the size of the business (number of workers and number of
stores) and its presence on the Internet (according to the type of website and percentage of online sales
volume):
1.
2.

According to the size, businesses were classified in two groups: small (S), with 1 or 2 workers
and 1 physical store, and large (L), with more than 2 workers and more than 1 physical store.
Regarding their presence on the Internet, new Burgess Classification [79] was used, where the
presence of a business on the Internet is classified in a pyramid depending on its web model.
To this categorization was added the percentage of the volume of online sales over the total sales.
All this allowed to categorize the interviewees in three groups:
•
•
•

Low (L): basic web presence (static content site and/or social networks) and no online sales
(0 percent of sales).
Medium (M): medium web presence and added value websites (transactional sites and social
networks) with less than 30 percent of online sales.
High (H): online database websites and payment web presence (transactional sites, presence
in marketplaces and social networks) with more than 30 percent of online sales.

The 60 interviews were distributed, based on the criteria cited, as follows: 20 interviews to retailers
with low online presence, 10 to small and 10 to large businesses; 20 interviews to retailers with medium
online presence, 10 to small and 10 to large businesses; and 20 interviews to retailers with high online
presence, 10 to small and 10 to large businesses. The types of traditional stores that participated in the
study were fashion (F), accessories (A), sports (S), gifts (G), books (B), furniture (Fu) and décor (D);
excluding shops selling customized products or services since they always prioritize assisted sales and
franchises due to a lack of strategic decisions (see Appendix B).
The codification used in Section 4 to identify the interviewees and to present the results of the
interview has been: interviewee correlative number, business size, sector, web presence and initial
letter of the company’s name. For example, a large sport business with medium web presence called
Everywheresports had been coded as 25-LSME. This codification has allowed to guarantee, for commercial
reasons, the anonymity of the interviewees. Additionally, the codes facilitate the identification and
categorization of the surveys and the interpretation of the results for the validation of the propositions.
The findings obtained from a previous competitive intelligence report made by the researchers
about the local online marketplaces were used in the interviews, guiding the script towards the object
of investigation and offering a presentation of the sector to the interviewees, due to the absence
of similar studies that could serve as a reference to elaborate the questions. Following the classic
definition of Bergeron and Hiller [80], competitive intelligence consists in the collection, transmission,
analysis and dissemination of relevant information publicly available and ethically and legally obtained,
to produce actionable knowledge for the improvement of the process of decision making. This report
was conducted combining gathering and analysis techniques of environmental information. The data
have been collected mainly from primary sources: e-commerce platforms and human intelligence
networks (customers, experts, journalists, university professors, shareholders and suppliers); and
also, from secondary sources as specialized websites and professional magazines in the matter. The
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fundamental principle of intelligence of never accepting a single information authority [81] was
respected for the analysis of the information obtained. The global trends and main actors in the online
marketplace sector were identified. The analysis of the main local online marketplaces that operate
in Spain and their relationship with the small retail consisted on the description and analysis of the
basic package that the platforms propose to their customers: partners of each platform, operations,
economic conditions of entry, type of digital tools, communication and marketing support and so
on. The platforms under study were: El Corte Inglés, PC componentes, Glovo, Wotika, Discubre,
Mercado 47, Aplázamelo, Deanshop, Leondecompras, Manzaning, Chopit, Deliberry, Glossh, Optisoop,
Promofarma, Runnics, Todocolección, and Dupon marketplace.
The guide used to conduct the interviews was focused on knowing the retailer opinion and its
potential fears and opportunities towards being part of a local online marketplace and, more specifically,
there were questions about the need of a digital transformation: delivery, management support,
integration with accounting and order system, and initial costs and sales commissions (Appendix A).
The goal of the interviews was not to discover the knowledge that retailers have about e-marketplaces in
general, but to know the specific expectations and demands they have regarding a local e-marketplace,
that is, one formed by shops from the same place that can operate as a complement to their physical
stores. The introduction of questions related to the considerations, the interests and the assumptions
of the retailers are due to the interest to identify their future expectations more than their analysis of
the actual technologies. The intelligence report previously made helped to conduct the interviews in
this way.
A pilot interview was first conducted in order to identify the estimated duration of the interviews
as well as to make improvements in the formulation of the issues and to verify their relevance to the
study. As a result of this pilot interview, the number of questions was raised to twenty, after dividing
some and clarifying the content of others in order to speed up the interview process and not losing
substantial elements of analysis.
An email was sent to each respondent as a previous step to the interviews, explaining the objectives
of the investigation and requesting their contribution. After receiving a positive response, the date
and time for the interviews in their stores were specified. Each interview lasted between 30 and
45 min. Spontaneity in response was always looked for in interviews, trying to have a minimal effect
on respondents and using a semi-open script to facilitate the production of information without a
preconceived design. It was also decided to be flexible enough to allow action and feedback by
the interviewer and follow the advice of Taylor and Bogdan [82] and not to play a question-answer
exchange but maintain a conversational structure.
Maxwell’s proposal [83] has been followed for the analysis of the responses, the validation of
propositions and the credibility of conclusions in a qualitative study. Repeated interviews helped to
rule out spurious associations and allowed to develop alternative arguments during the course of
the research. Furthermore, two midterm contrast interviews were conducted with the intention of
discovering if the interviews addressed all the substantial issues and if the saturation point was being
achieved. According to Maxwell’s recommendations, intensive interviews allowed to collect rich data
to avoid the prejudices and expectations of the researchers, as seminal Becker’s suggestions argued [84].
To streamline the data collection process and facilitate communication between the researcher and
the respondents during the interviews, a digital voice recorder was used through the prior consent
of the interviewees. In addition, annotations were made during the interviews. These notes were of
great importance to ensure the registration of key aspects, to highlight the main ideas expressed by
the interviewee and to promptly reflect nonverbal reactions [85]. Finally, to validate the first answers
about the retailer’s expectations, four closing questions were made at the end of each interview.
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4. Presentation and Discussion of Results
4.1. Small Retail Position with Respect to Local Shopping Platforms
In general, it can be said that the proposed idea of a local e-marketplace is interesting for the
businesses interviewed, especially for those with a low level of digitalization. Speeches such as: “the
future goes there” (4-SFLF), “it would boost local commerce” (31-SGLM); “a new sales channel” (18-LAML);
“it will give greater visibility to small businesses” (52-LGLH), “it would allow small businesses to compete”
(26-SFLC); “people who come from other neighborhoods at a specific time and so can continue to buy from me
without coming here” (19-LSMA); and “it would serve to join forces” (39-LDHG) are identified.
The next main strengths were perceived: initiative linked to the region; opportunity to compete;
the platform facilitates the entire process involved in selling online; possibility to offer something
as interesting as what Amazon offers locally; customer acquisition and higher sales, greater product
movement; possibility of connecting with more of the public and becoming known; and possibility of
loyalty to customers of the physical store and increase in the sale of replacement.
On the contrary, respondents recognized the following weaknesses: need for individual advice
and to adapt the conditions to each trade; difficulty to compete in price with other platforms (Amazon);
and disbelief and skepticism towards the true strength of the initiative after exploring other platforms.
Besides, the highly specialized shops, with a superior market to the local, doubt the profitability that
the digital marketplace can bring them.
The results are similar to those found by a recent survey conducted among 223 local owneroperated retail outlets from 26 cities in Germany: a positive attitude towards digitalization, but the
existence of multiple barriers such as lack of available resources and a low perception of external
pressures to digitize their businesses [68]. However, it has not been identified that barriers to
the implementation of e-commerce in SMES related with environmental factors such as government
intervention, public administration position and external pressure from suppliers and buyers, which was
identified in a study conducted with seven small businesses located in Southern Italy in the beginning
of e-marketplaces [57].
4.2. Small Retails’ Valuation about Local Shopping Platforms’ Services
4.2.1. Subscription Models
The intelligence report about local online marketplaces allowed to identify the following alternative
subscription models. The first model is the fixed fee system, with a basic package of services
(software, servers and maintenance) and additional services for acquiring others, such as marketing
(“Plans”, “Licenses”). The second model is the collection of commissions on the merchandise sold,
ranging in the analyzed companies between 5% and 25%, determined largely by the product category.
In the mixed subscription model, some marketplaces require a fixed fee plus commission for sale.
Finally, the supplementary charge for shipping model offers the possibility of sending the goods to the
customer by their own means (Deliberry, Glovo) and even a storage.
There is a preference among the interviewees for a commission’s model based on a percentage of
the transactions/sales value more than a flat fee subscription, given the perception that the fixed amount
will be extremely high. The existence of a flat fee is related to the perception of a platform that thinks
more about its own revenue than in the profitability of the sellers, the greater fear of retailers without
online sales experience: "I would feel more comfortable with a commission model, because then the platform
would not only focus on attracting retailers but also on getting them to sell" (49-SFLC). Hence, the commission
fee that would be transferred to the platform would depend on each company and it would be different
between products. The retailers with lower margins recognize that, depending on the type of product,
the sale may not be profitable because the commission fee of the platform can “remove profit margin to
retail” (56-LFuLA).
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4.2.2. Online Order Management: Payment and Shipping
All marketplaces offer a comprehensive online shopping service, including payment. However,
there are occasions in which the objective of the marketplace is to attract the public to the physical
establishment to incentivize its services, as well as the purchase and collection of products in their
premises. In other cases, customers are offered the possibility to ask for an estimate, and professionals
or companies interested will contact them to provide them with information about the services and
products requested.
The payment gateways most used by marketplaces are Banco Santander Elavon, Ayden and
Redsis. The usual means of payment are transfer or deposit account, credit card, gift card, Paypal, cash
on delivery and cash at the physical store.
Concerning the shipping, there are three models: first, set their own shipping costs and delivery
times; second, manage transport as a key aspect of their income generation (Glovo, Deliberry, etc.);
and, lastly, seek alliances with companies specialized in last mile transportation and a national presence.
Delivery agreement and payment methods are not considered strategic aspects for businesses.
There is no rejection when working with a different delivery service provider or financial entity if
the conditions will be competitive. All businesses are open to study the possible improvements
in their delivery and financial conditions. Although this is not a strategic issue, it seems to be the
most attractive aspect for being part of the local online marketplace, as obtaining good conditions
are decisive for becoming a competitive vendor, especially for businesses with little previous online
experience. It is expressed by retailers as follows: “I really do not care which particular bank will handle the
payment, but I will be glad and it could be decisive if the platform offers me better conditions than the ones I
already have” (1-LFLA).
Other barriers traditionally identified in the literature to the Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
(SMEs) participation in e-marketplace such as lack of standards, supply chain integration and global
trading are not referenced [24]. This could be consistent with the positive evolution of the industry in
these aspects.
4.2.3. Marketing and Communication Support
Most marketplaces offer a private microsite or corner with general information and showcase
from which they can directly promote and market their products or services. The most advanced
marketplaces offer brand promotion and customer attraction services such as sponsorships (events,
packaging, bloggers), keyword sponsoring, newsletters, content marketing (e.g., RSS), press coverage,
specialized blogs, digital media, display campaigns and adwords investment. Almost all marketplaces
have a presence on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, with a very limited number of followers in most
cases. Main loyalty practices include points programs, clubs, purchase cards, gift cards, free first buy,
free shipping, deferred payments, offers and promotions, sweepstakes and contests, cross sales and
invite a friend.
From the point of view of the interviewees, it is considered necessary that such platforms have
an effective communication strategy through social networks and geolocation. They expressed it as
follows: “If the platform wants to be success, I suppose there will be resources to encourage a powerful promotion
strategy. I expect a strong communication planning that will benefit my business” (52-LGLH). However, the
stores with previous online presence have marketing and social media solutions already, so they do
not demand these services: “I will expect a promotion strategy in social media, but for me it is not crucial
because I have my own social media actions” (12-SSMC).
The demand of digital tools and applications for administration and marketing that could work as
a suitable trigger to promote digital development has not been indicated in contrast to other studies [68].
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4.2.4. Other Value Options
The following options of interest are also mentioned as possible: advertising on banners or
homepages for specific campaigns (Christmas, Valentine’s Day, etc.); having discounts or special
conditions between partners, that is, between shops attached to the platform; jointly negotiating the
price of the website’s security certificate with Google for each store; establishing a shared negotiation
option with suppliers; or acting as a purchasing center. In this sense, retailers talked about different
services: “I will expect special offers to my business from other partners, I would do it, and it will be a win-win
strategy” (13-LDMD) ; or “For me, it will be great to have some help with all Google security certifications
and other stuff like that . . . I have no experience at all, and I suppose it is very difficult doing it by yourself ”
(3-SBHA).
4.3. Validation of Propositions
Analyzing local retail business managers’ narratives and stories when being asked about their
reality confirms Proposition 1 (online marketplaces expectations depend on the business size) and
Proposition 2 (expectations depend on previous online presence). Accordingly, the investigation has
let to categorizing the local business retails into six groups with different attitudes depending on their
size, presence and experience in the online world, as described in Table 1.
Table 1. Local retail categorization depending on size and online presence. Source: own illustration.
Business Size
Small
Low
Online Presence

Medium
High

1.

2.

1.

No time and no resources
3.
5.

I am what I am
Pure player

Medium-Big
2.

Novel believer

4.
6.

Unbeliever
No gain

Small size businesses with low online presence do not have management systems and are not
very computerized. They show a clear rejection towards the idea of integrating their sales into an
online marketplace, despite the fact that it is local. The refusal is based, mainly, on the lack of
time and human resources to undertake the management of the online sale of its articles. Usually,
these businesses work with a large number of references and just one or two workers in a single
physical store. Their fear lies in the lack of staff to start an online sales process that they perceive
as “a process that requires a lot of dedication and I do not have enough staff to do that” (21-SALB),
adding that they cannot afford to hire a person dedicated to online sales given that their volume
is uncertain: “I can’t hire someone just to see how the online sales experiment works out. I can’t afford it”
(7-SSLA). The fact of working with a large number of references in their portfolio is also a great
handicap that justifies their rejection: “I cannot imagine taking pictures of everything we sell . . . it
would be madness” (44-SFuLH). It may surprise that small retailers with low online presence still
have low interest and perceive no gain in going to this kind of e-commerce, but they explain that
they have no time and resources to dedicate to a local platform. They assume the danger this
attitude represents for their survival because they do not have human and financial resources to
face the digital transition. This finding is in line with the conclusions of previous studies [24].
Medium-large businesses with low online presence have been called “novel believers” given
their interest in online sales but their little or nonexistent experience in the online world. Unlike
the previous ones, these businesses do not show rejection because of a lack of staff: they have
stores with more than two workers and think they can handle a part-time dedication of one of
their employees to manage the e-commerce. However, their biggest fears are related to the lack of
experience in terms of stock control, order management and portfolio digitalization in an online
context. In this sense, their expectations are focused on marketplace support, advice on the use of
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the platform, portfolio digitalization and the processes of order management and stock control.
They also ask for the compatibility between the sales platform and their management systems.
It is evident that medium-large businesses are interested in having online presence, but they ask
local platforms for tailor-made solutions to resolve their needs.
Small businesses with a medium online presence, denominated in this research “I am what I am”,
show rejection towards this kind of sales channel based on previous unsuccessful experiences in
e-commerce, either with their own online store or with online marketplaces. Their greatest fear is
making an effort without receiving a reward, something accurately summed up in the following
idea: “Dedicating the few resources we have, just for 1% sales increase is not worth it. I have to worth my
time. I prefer my way of doing things, it works well” (5-SFMB). Their expectations are more concrete
than those of the previous groups, and they are focused on the value that the online platform
offers: flexible services contracts to take advantage of their own structure, no high investment,
real sales and profitability increase, delivery performed by the platform and support to register
new articles, and adding references available from suppliers.
Medium-large businesses with medium online presence work actively through e-commerce,
so they have experience in their management. Their online sales do not represent more than 30%
of their total turnover. Online orders are managed relying on shopping carts, social media or
email. They have been named “unbelievers” because of their great disbelief regarding the proper
functioning of a local online marketplace, given the existence of strong players like Amazon or
Alibaba in online retail. However, in the case that the local online marketplace may compete with
other platforms, “unbelievers” find certain opportunities related to profitability and sales growth
as long as the technology used by the platforms is compatible with theirs. Thus, they expect local
online platforms to provide the following: sales growth and increased profitability, trial period to
check the worth of the investment, flexibility to choose the services of the platform, and central
purchasing advantages.
The group number 5 “pure players” refers to business with a maximum of two employers that
have opted exclusively for the online store as their business model. Given its exclusive online
retail character, “pure players” are outside of this study. None of the small merchants interviewed
belong to this group.
Finally, medium-large retailers with high online presence, called “no gain”, do not perceive any
benefit from being part of a local marketplace since, despite their status as local retail, more
than 30% of their sales are online and their market is both domestic and international. The high
percentage of online sales is managed through third-party platforms and there is a high dedication
of both economic and personal resources to their own e-commerce. Due to their high online
experience and multichannel trade character, they do not consider it attractive to be part of a local
online marketplace: “I do not see the benefit. I already sell online, and I sell outside the local market. The
one who lives here comes to my shop and the one who lives in another region buys in my “e-comm” . . . I
am very well positioned” (14-LBHL). They only find it interesting to be part of the local platform
if it has many active users as well as influential and well-known brand local stores as vendors.
To these businesses, a local online marketplace is basically another way of advertising at the local
market rather than a sales channel. Their expectations are basically the same as they have towards
platforms like Amazon: flexible membership vendor formula, central purchasing advantages,
total efficiency (zero failures, and, if any, the platform assumes them) and compatibility with
other platforms, management and order systems.

5. Conclusions
The methodological process followed in this investigation has proved valid to identify the
perception and expectations that local small stores have on local online sales platforms and to validate
the two initial propositions. The interviews allowed us to verify that the factors that determine the
incorporation of a local retailer in a local marketplace are the size of the company and its previous online
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presence: the small stores characterized by a low digitization and the large ones with a high previous
online presence showed no interest in this service; however, the stores that were in-between showed a
high interest. No changes were detected during the interview about the interest to be part of a local
online sales platform, as confirms the similar responses to initial and closing questions, despite having
discussed the expected advantages, operation and opportunities of the digital transformation process.
There were also no significant variations related to the store’s business sector.
Therefore, there are different types of retailers regarding their attitude towards being part of
a local online marketplace as vendors. There is a gap between the traditional small non-digitized
business, the “no time, no resources” retailers, and those businesses that can afford an e-commerce
model—“novel believers” and “I am what I am” retailers—or those whose model is based on the
Internet—“unbelievers” and “no gain” retailers. The former encounters different types of resistance by
feeling unable to face e-commerce inversions. The latter, except “unbelievers” and “no gain” retailers,
are very interested in the creation of a local online marketplace as they perceive so many opportunities
and their fears disappear if the platform offers a good technical and marketing support to the sellers.
In this sense, they are aware of the development of e-commerce and the strength of a multichannel
strategy to increase sales, which makes them very interested in being part of a local project of this
type, especially if they obtain advantages in purchasing conditions, good logistics agreements or
preferential financing of payments. Finally, “unbelievers” and “no gain” businesses do not find any
strategic interest, as they consider themselves competitive enough inside the online world. In spite
of this, they give a vote of confidence to the creation of a local online marketplace and seem to be
interested in becoming part of it, but especially if the following conditions occur: the promoters
are living forces of the city, represented by leading delivery, finance, mass media and technological
companies, which ensure the proper functioning of the platform, with zero failures and a valuable
offer able to compete with the giants.
The main contribution of this research to the literature in electronic commerce is its focus on
the future perceptions and expectations of the local retailers about local e-marketplaces, in an area
where studies on customer expectations prevail, as it was revealed in the previous state of art.
The smart-sustainable city literature needs works that explore new business models, especially in
commerce, due to its impact on the economy and the quality of life of the cities. The results show the
interviewed retailers, despite certain reservations expressed by a group, have a positive attitude to
the local online marketplaces. The belief in the possibilities that offer these platforms is in line with
the theoretical construction of the concept of smart-sustainable cities based on the use and control of
technologies by local agents.
The propositions mentioned above offer different future researches in order to confirm the
relevance of the explanations and the robustness of the identified patterns. Our qualitative research
has generated propositions that could be refined into hypotheses by quantitative empirical testing.
Additionally, future research should focus on conducting a complete analysis of the consumer and
knowing their opinion about an online market with local companies, detailing their perceptions,
attitudes and motives, placing a special emphasis on a possible cut in delivery times and the fact that
wealth is generated in the area where the clients have their habitat; identifying the minimum size a
population must have for its implementation; defining the means and messages that will be used for an
effective communication, able to eliminate resistance from small non-digitized companies; measuring
the advertising impact in terms of cost savings for small businesses; and studying margins by sectors,
groups or families of products in order to establish priorities for the incorporation of stores to the
marketplace. Furthermore, conducting the same researches in other locations would help to ensure
the results.
Finally, during the interviews we observed that, as described in the theorical background,
the offer of a local online marketplace can mean a real change in the status quo in terms of the
commercialization models of small local retail in big cities. Despite the perceptual and attitudinal
differences, and regardless of the type of products sold, all interviewed merchants have assumed that
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the current and future business models go through the digitalization of their businesses and the selling
through e-commerce platforms. The coexistence of e-marketplace and physical stores conducted by
the same retailers could be a strategy to maintain the commercial activity in the cities, which could
have a positive effect in two dimensions that concern urban sustainability; specifically, in the economic
strengthening and renovation of the historical centers and in the maintenance of the population and
traditional social relationships, avoiding processes of degradation and gentrification.
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Appendix A. Semi-Structured Script for in-Depth Interviews
Introduction. Hello. First of all, thank you very much for your collaboration. We are doing a study
about the participation of local retailers into a local online sales platform and we would like to know
your opinion.
1.
2.
3.

Could you explain by your own words what an e-marketplace is, please?
Do you consider a local online sales platform interesting for your business?
Could you explain the reasons why?
Retailers’ expectations. Imagine that you decide to be a part of a local platform:

4.
5.
6.
7.

What would you demand from this local platform?
How would you presume the selling process for your business?
Would you like to get support from the platform in your business?
How would you like the platform to manage the digital transformation process of your business?

Digital transformation services. Now, we are going to talk about the digital transformation that
some businesses need to be part of a local online platform.
8.
9.
10.

Would you need an initial evaluation of your digital system? Why?
Have you got any fears towards starting to sell online? Why? If so, could you explain your
fears, please?
Would you need any technical digital support to start to sell in the platform? What kind of
support would you like? Note: If they do not know, suggest portfolio photographs, portfolio
loading, initial stock management, etc.

Advantages expected—credibility level. The advantage of these local platforms is that they have more
resources than a small business and get better search engine rankings.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Would you find interesting this advantage? Why?
What kind of marketing support would you like the platform to offer you?
How would you expect the purchasing and order processes?
Would you have any fear about the compatibilization with your current system?
What would you expect about the payment process?
Would you like to add any service to this local sales platform?
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Closing questions.
17.

18.
19.
20.

Would you consider including your business in a local platform? Why? Note: If the rejection is
due to the fact that the store has its own sales website, explain that the online platform will not
compete with its website but rather extends the reception of orders by having a better positioning
in search engines such as Google.
If so, would you prefer a % commission or a fix fee subscription model? Why? Would you explain
your opinion in detail please?
Would you prefer your own delivery service, or a delivery service provided by the platform?
Why? Explain in detail please.
Do you want to add something else?
Thank you very much for your comments and ideas.
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Appendix B. Companies Interviewed
Interviewee
Correlative Number

Business Size

Sector

Web Presence

Initial Letter of the
Company’s Name

CODE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

FASHION
ACCESSORIES
BOOKS
FASHION
FASHION
ACCESSORIES
SPORTS
ACCESSORIES
SPORTS
SPORTS
GIFTS
SPORTS
DÉCOR
BOOKS
GIFTS
FURNITURE
DECOR
ACCESSORIES
SPORTS
GIFTS
ACCESSORIES
FASHION
DECOR
DECOR
FURNITURE
FASHION
FASHION
GIFTS
BOOKS
FURNITURE
GIFTS
DECOR
DECOR
DECOR
GIFTS
SPORTS
BOOKS
FASHION
DECOR
GIFTS
FURNITURE
DECOR
BOOKS
FURNITURE
DECOR
FURNITURE
GIFTS
GIFTS
FASHION
BOOKS
BOOKS
GIFTS
GIFTS
BOOKS
ACCESSORIES
FURNITURE
SPORTS
ACCESSORIES
FASHION
FASHION

LOW
LOW
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM

A
B
A
F
B
A
A
H
D
A
L
C
D
L
M
B
C
L
A
L
B
B
L
J
N
C
C
J
L
B
M
O
P
T
T
F
L
B
G
G
F
G
Z
H
N
F
E
F
C
L
L
H
G
L
C
A
F
B
P
S

1LFLA
2SALB
3SBHA
4SFLF
5SFBM
6LALA
7SSLA
8LALH
9LSLD
10LSMA
11LGML
12SSMC
13LDMD
14LBHL
15SGLM
16LFuMB
17LDMC
18LAML
19LSMA
20SGLL
21SALB
22LFLB
23LDLL
24LDMJ
25LFuMN
26SFLC
27SFMC
28SGMJ
29SBHL
30SFuMB
31SGLM
32LDLO
33LDLP
34SDMT
35SGHT
36LSHF
37SBHL
38LFHB
39LDHG
40SGHG
41SFuHF
42SDMG
43SBMZ
44SFuLH
45LDMN
4LFuHF
47LGHE
48LGHF
49SFLC
50SBML
51SBHL
52LGLH
53SGHG
54LBHL
55LAHC
56LFULA
57LSHF
58SAHB
59SFHP
60SFMS

Note: This codification guarantees, for commercial reasons, the anonymity of the interviewees.
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